
Velocity & Force microworld exercise book 
 

The aim of this microworld is to introduce vectors in physics and to analyze the role of 

velocity and force (acceleration) vectors. It helps to understand how force is changing velocity 

vector and thus how force rules the body movement (second Newton’s Law). The microworld 

could be named “Movement Laboratory”. It contains 2 important examples: body movement in 

uniform gravitational field – near the Earth surface – enables to analyze different kinds of  

“shots” and body movement in central gravitational field, for example satellite or planetoid 

movement. The example of steering the body movement on a round track gives the possibility to 

understand the role of centripetal force.  

 The exercises are “open”. There are possibilities of different kinds of activity, gathering 

the experience, answering questions: what will happen when we change...? 

 
 

Buttons: 

 Jump to the main page, project icon. 

 Show / hide velocity vector. 

 Show / hide velocity vector components. 

 Show / hide values (velocity, force). 

 Trace on / off. 

 Draw new track (page 5). 

  

 Previous page. 

 

 Next page. 
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1. Free control 
 

Short instruction 

Try to control movement by dragging 

force black arrow. You may change initial 

velocity by dragging red arrow. 

 

Model 

Imagine that you are steering the 

movement of a rocket. A rocket is 

somewhere deep in space, far form other 

bodies. The only force changing its movement is due to rocket engine. We state that the rocket 

fuel is so good that mass of a rocket is not changing (this is the weakest point in our model). 

Your steering centre is a black arrow of a force vector in the light blue circle on the left side. 

You can change force value and direction by dragging black arrow. It is possible to change initial 

force vector and of course to change force vector during the motion. You can also change initial 

velocity vector – by dragging red arrow attached to the rocket.  

A rocket starts to move when you press go button. The rocket is moving according to the Second 

Newton’s Law. During the motion velocity vector is changing only due to the acting force. A 

rocket cam move along the blue pane. It stops on the borders. Than you may return to starting 

point pressing new button. 

 

Activities 

1.1.  Start rocket motion pressing go button. Changing force vector during motion try to wander 

on the blue pane as long as possible. 

1.2. Switch on the fields with values of velocity and force. Set initial velocity to about 100 

and force vector reverse to velocity vector with value about 36. Start and watch the 

motion (button go). Can you reverse the direction of the rocket motion?  

1.3. Switch on the fields with values of velocity and force, switch on rocket trace. Set 

initial velocity to about 20 and reduce force to 0. Start and watch the motion. Describe 

how changes velocity and what is a shape of rocket path.  

1.4. Switch on the fields with values of velocity and force, switch on rocket trace. Set 

initial velocity value to about 20 and initial velocity direction bottom up. Set initial force 

vector value to about 35 and make it perpendicular to velocity vector. Start the motion 

and try to change force vector during motion in such a way that the rocket path would be 

near to circular. 

1.5. Set initial velocity and force vectors and than steer the rocket during motion in such a 

way that the path of a rocket would have the shape of eight.  
 

On screen: 

links to other pages, 

title of current page (underlined), showing short explanation after pointing, 

blue circle with black force vector (to drag), 

button go / new – start movement / stop movement and return to initial position, 

button pause / resume – movement pause / resume, 

hidden fields with velocity and force values, 

blue pane with a body at initial position, on its borders body stops, 

body (a rocket) with red velocity vector, dragging an arrow changes initial velocity. 
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2. Constant gravity 
 

Short instruction 

Try to hit the lake. Change initial velocity by dragging red arrow. Change initial height using 

slider. You may also change gravitational force by dragging black arrow. 
 

Model 

Imagine you throw a stone. Throwing you set initial velocity. Than the motion of a stone is under 

gravity force directed top-down. We say, it is the motion in uniform gravitational field near Earth 

surface. Air resistance is not taken into account. 

You can set initial velocity vector by dragging red arrow. During the motion you can watch how 

velocity is changing due to gravitational force but changing velocity by dragging the arrow is 

impossible. 

Before starting the motion you can set gravity force by dragging black arrow in light blue field 

on the left side.  It’s like changing a planet on which we train the throws. You can even set 

gravity direction to bottom-up but you should than imagine the appropriate story (may be uplift 

force). 

Using the slider on the left side of a pane you can change the height of throwing a stone. 

The motion starts when go button is pressed. A stone can move along blue pane but reaching 

pane borders it stops. Than you may return to starting point pressing new button. Stone’s motion 

stops also when it hits the ground (green earth surface). You may assume, that the goal is to hit a 

pool which is located somewhere at the ground After hitting the pool it disappears but when you 

press new button it appears again somewhere else. The distance of  throw can be measured after 

switching the distance meter by clicking on a little white square placed on the ground on the left 

side.  

 

Activities 

2.1. Setting initial velocity vector (by dragging red arrow) try to hit the pool. Do not change 

force and height. 

2.2. Examine how the range of throw depends on velocity value and direction. Do not change 

force and height. Clicking on a little white square placed on the ground on the left side switch on 

the distance meter. Watch velocity value and direction displayed in the fields on the left 

pane (if it’s not visible switch it on). 

2.3. Set initial height to about 20 (when you point the slider the height is displayed in a 

yellow field). Set initial velocity vector horizontally (the second velocity component should be 

equal 0). This kind of throw is called horizontal. Try to hit a pool changing only velocity value. 

2.4. Examine how the range of horizontal throw depends on velocity value and initial height. 

Clicking on a little white square placed on the ground on the left side switch on the distance 

meter. Do not change force. 

2.5. Check how a stone moves when thrown up perpendicularly to the Earth surface 

2.6. Switch on the components presentation on the plot. Watch how they are changing during the 

motion. Describe your observations. 

2.7. Switch on stone trace. Describe the shape of  stone path in different cases. 

 

On screen: 

links to other pages, 

title of current page (underlined), showing short explanation after pointing, 

blue field with black force vector (to drag, but not during the movement), 
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button go / new – start movement / stop movement and return to initial position, 

button pause / resume – movement pause / resume, 

hidden fields with velocity components velocity value and direction, force value, 

blue pane with a body at initial position and: 

body (a rock) with red velocity vector, dragging an arrow changes initial velocity. 

slider to change the height of starting point, 

green earth surface with a small lake (target – when the stone hits the lake it disappears, hitting 

the ground stops movement), 

white cloud just for fun, 

white square on the earth on the left – allowing to show the distance meter. 
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3. Central gravity 
 

Short instruction 

Check different paths when you change initial velocity by dragging red arrow. 

 

Model 

How planets move? Imagine a little planetoid moving near the Sun. The only force acting on a 

planetoid is gravitational pull from the Sun directed always to the centre of Sun. The force is 

described by Newtonian Law of Gravity. It is inversely proportional to the square of distance 

between Sun and a planetoid. You may change initial velocity vector (by dragging red arrow). 

You cannot change the force vector because it is dependent only on the distance from the Sun 

which is fixed. It’s worth trying how the planetoid is moving when it starts with different 

velocity values. 

The planetoid starts moving when you press go button. Planetoid is moving according to the 

Second Newton’s Law. During the motion velocity vector is changing only due to the acting 

force. Planetoid can move along the blue pane and also outside of it (you than cant see it). In the 

last case, when you see that force is constantly diminishing (what means that distance from the 

Sun is growing) it is better to turn back to starting point by pressing new button. Hitting 

the Sun causes automatic return to the starting point. You may switch on planetoid’s 

trace using menu button. From that moment the paths will be drawn. If you press menu 

button once again path traces will be cleared and drawing will be switched off. 
 

Activities 

3.1. Start the movement of planetoid (press go button). Watch changes of velocity and force 

vectors. Describe your observations. 

 

3.2. Switch on planetoid trace. Draw a number of traces for different values of initial 

velocity for example: 35, 30 25, 20. Do not change the direction of initial velocity. The 

direction should be perpendicular to the line connecting planetoid with the centre of Sun. 

Describe the shape of planetoid paths.  

 

3.3. Draw a number of traces for different values of initial velocity direction. Do not change 

initial velocity value let it be about 30. Describe the shape of planetoid paths. 
 

3.4. Find velocity value for the circular orbit (when values of velocity and force are constant but 

a direction is changing). The direction of initial velocity should be perpendicular to the line 

connecting planetoid with the centre of Sun. 

 

3.5. Find the smallest velocity value for which planetoid is not turning back to starting point (for 

a long time). The direction of initial velocity should be perpendicular to the line connecting 

planetoid with the centre of Sun. 

 

On screen: 

links to other pages, 

title of current page (underlined), showing short explanation after pointing, 

blue circle with black force vector (not to be changed), 

button go / new – start movement / stop movement and return to initial position, 

button pause / resume – movement pause / resume, 

hidden fields with velocity and force values, 

blue pane with a body at initial position and: 

body (a planetoid) with red velocity vector, dragging an arrow changes initial velocity. 
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massive central body (Sun), hitting it stops the movement. 
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4. Round track 
Short instruction 

Try to control 

movement on a track 

by dragging force 

black arrow. Change 

initial velocity by 

dragging red arrow.  
 

Model 

How can be circular 

motion achieved?  

Try to steer the rocket 

in such a way, that it 

could move inside 

round track. A rocket 

is moving according to the Second Newton’s Law. The force which is changing direction but not 

value of velocity is called centripetal force. 

Your steering centre is a black arrow of a force vector in the light blue circle on the left side. 

You can change the force vector by dragging black arrow. You can do it before start of the 

motion and during the motion. Before start you can also change initial velocity vector (by 

dragging red arrow which is attached to the centre of the rocket). It is also possible to set the 

width of  track using slider placed on the left side of a pane. Rocket starts to move after pressing 

go button. It can move only on light blue track. On the borders it stops. In the upper right side of 

pane you may see the time of motion in seconds. You may assume it is a sort of a score – longer 

time means better result.  

 

Activity 

4.1. Choose the widest possible track by mowing the slider to the highest position. Set initial 

velocity vector by dragging red arrow. Set initial force vector by dragging black arrow at the 

control centre. Press go button and try to keep rocket moving on a track as long as possible by 

changing force vector. 

 

On screen: 
links to other pages, 
title of current page (underlined), showing short explanation after pointing, 
blue circle with black force vector (to drag), 

button go / new – start movement / stop movement and return to initial position, 

button pause / resume – movement pause / resume, 

hidden fields with velocity and force values, 
dark pane with blue track, on its borders body stops, 
body (a rock) with red velocity vector, dragging an arrow changes initial velocity, 
slider to change track thickness, 
on the right text field showing how long the body is in a move. 
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5. Painted track 
 

Short instruction 

Paint a track using pencil. 

Try to control movement on a 

track by dragging force black 

arrow.  

Change initial  velocity by 

dragging red arrow. 
 

Model 

Draw your own track.  

You may set the width of  

track using slider placed on 

the left side of a pane (bigger is better for the beginning). Than you drag a colored pencil to draw 

light blue track. When the track is ready, you should prepare for steering a rocket. A rocket is 

moving according to the Second Newton’s Law. The only force is a thrust force of rocket engine. 

Your control centre is a black arrow of a force vector in the light blue circle on the left side. You 

can change the force vector by dragging black arrow. You can do it before start of the motion 

and during the motion. Before start you can also change initial velocity vector (by dragging red 

arrow which is attached to the centre of the rocket). Rocket starts to move after pressing go 

button. It can move only on light blue track. On the borders it stops. In the upper right side of 

pane you may see the time of motion in seconds. You may assume it is a sort of a score – longer 

time means better result.  

 

Activity 

5.1. Choose new track menu button. Draw your track. Set initial velocity vector by 

dragging red arrow. Set initial force vector by dragging black arrow at the control centre. 

Press go button and try to keep rocket moving on a track as long as possible by changing force 

vector. 

 

On screen: 

links to other pages, 

title of current page (underlined), showing short explanation after pointing, 

blue circle with black force vector (to drag), 

button go / new – start movement / stop movement and return to initial position, 

button pause / resume – movement pause / resume, 

hidden fields with velocity and force values, 

dark pane to paint a track, on its borders the body will stop, 

body (a rock) with red velocity vector, dragging an arrow changes initial velocity, 

a pencil to paint a track, 

slider to change track thickness, 

on the right text field showing how long the body is in a move. 

 


